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NEWS EDITOR

NSU does not have a football
team. The university bases its
homecoming on basketball. It has
a soccer field, basketball court
and an Olympic-size pool. There
are 11 female sports, seven male
sports, yet there has never been a
football team.
"An institution with 29,000
students, you would think would
have a football team but athletic
programs are determined by
the size of the undergraduate
population," said George L.
Hanbury II, Ph. D., NSU
president. "There are only 2,000
first-time undergraduate students
and of that, less than 1,000 live
on campus."
NSU's
undergraduate
population has grown in
the past ten years and it is
projected that the number
will double in the next five
years. However, a larger
undergraduate population
is not the only thing
needed to put together a
football team. Due to Title
IX, NSU would need more
male than female students to
justify having a substantiallymale sport.
Title IX dictates that no
school shall discriminate on

the basis of gender regarding
financial aid, sports, housing,
etc. Therefore, if a school's
population is mostly female, the
school may not represent more
males in its athletic programs.
"If we have 70 percent
female and 30 percent male,
we can't have a greater
representation
of
male over female
sports," said
Hanbury.

Introducing a football program
would throw off the gender
balance
created by
these
regulations. Hanbury explained
that it is not the .

T his
s
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the reason NSU has more
female sports than male sports.

nature
,or number
of sports that
matter, but rather
the "people participating in
them." The university's athletic
program may include 11 female

sports and seven male sports, but
if more male athletes than female
athletes are playing those sports,
the university would be violating
Title IX.
For these reasons, "NSU
will not be and/or has not
considered the addition of
football to its athletic program,"
said Michael Mominey, director
of athletics and head coach of
men's basketball.
However, some · students
believe having a football team
would benefit the school by
increasing school spirit.
"If we had a team,
it
would
be
something the
whole school
could go to,"
said
Mary
McGourthy,
freshman
biologymajor.
"It's something
that's typical of
college." Nevertheless, adding
a football team
might come with
consequences students may not like,
such as a raise
in tuition.
"Betweenscholarships, the cost of coaches
and equipment, football is
expensive and would potentially
double the cost of athletics from
10 to 20 million dollars," said
Hanbury. "If we don't have the
endowmentormajorcontributions
and 85 percent of the budget
comes from tuition ... we try not
to increase tuition but it would
[be affected]."
"[A raise in tuition]
wouldn't change my mind,
SEE FOOTBALL 2

for a new garden.
"I think more trees are
better. We still have a pathway
here. So, I don't see why we need
one there," said Emmy Slaibe,
junior psychology major. "More
trees, more air."
"I think an open space
is safer," said Tammy Smith,
junior business administration
major. "With no trees, it is not
as [cluttered]."
As part of the renovation,
AMANDA CAZACU
the weeds that were taken out
CURRENT AFFAIRS!
were recycled. Only 15 of the
FEATURES EDITOR
plants - which were identified
as medicinal - were kept for
NSU's community of students,
faculty, and staff have
educational purposes, and other
plants, including many types .of several webportals to manage
bamboo, were added but the most including Webmail, Sharklink,
unique and the central piece ofthe and Webstar. However, some
garden is the longest reflexology , students have wondered why they
have not yet been consolidated.
path in the U.S.
"Gardens are a dime a
"If all those services were
dozen, but this is unique," said combined, it would be a lot more
Carsten Evans, Ph.D., assistant convenient and students would be
dean for Continuing Education more than willing to try it out,"

WebMail,
Sharklink,
and
Web star,

OhMy!

The remodeled garden features less trees, less weeds, new flowers and a new fountain. A ceremony will be held on April 10 to introduce
the new garde'n to the NSU community.

ANNARELY RODRIGUEZ
NEWS EDITOR

For nearly a decade, plants
and weeds stood tall outside the

Parker building. The College of
Pharmacy's medicinal garden
contained plants, which were
mostly used by biology and
pharmacy professors to instruct

students of the benefits these
plants could have for certain
patients as treatments. However,
in January, the tall trees started
coming down to make way

SEE GARDEN 2

SEE NSU TECHNOLOGY 2
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because if enough people want
it, it would be worth it. School
spirit would be different - not
that other teams don't have that
- but if people don't like other
sports, they can go to the football
games," said McGourthy.
Others think NSU might
benefit from the program not
only in student engagement and
school spirit but also financially.
"Even
though
money
doesn't grow on trees, having a
good football team would give
NSU an opportunity to grow
financially," said Ezzeldin Hegazy,
sophomore biology major.
Integrating a football pro-

gram would also mean moving
from Division II of the National
Collegiate Athletic Association to
Division I. The move is something
the administration does not favor
entirely because of the different
focus each division has.
"Division II, contrary to
Division I, emphasizes the student in student-athlete. Even in
Division I, less than three percent
of the student-athletes go on to
play in professional [leagues],
which means that 97 percent did
not go on to play professional
sports." said Hanbury. "But what
was stressed on their four-year
program? Is it going to be bene-

ficial for the rest of their lives?"
To ensure NSU studentathletes focus on being students
rather than athletes, Hanbury
said, "The athletic department and
the athletic director report to the
provost to keep tabs on how the
students are doing academically
- don't get me wrong, we love to
see winning teams, but these are
things we need to think about."
To find out more about Title
IX, visit www.titleix.info and
to learn more about the NCAA
divisions, visit www.ncaa.com.
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and expeditor of the project.
According to the Web site,
reflexology dates to 2300 B.C.
India and it consists of massaging
certain areas of the feet to heal
or relieve stress in other parts
of the body. While this method
is usually practiced by hand,
reflexology paths have become
a popular alternative, but some
students are reluctant to try the
path or believe it is inefficient.
"I don't think that just
because I step on a rock my pain
will go away. If that were the
case, a lot of people wouldn't
have pain," said Smith. "I think
it is more mental. If you think
the rock will take your pain
away, it probably will because
you assumed it was going
to happen."
NSU's 66-foot-Iong path
consists of five ,different sets of
stones from all over the _world
that massage different nerves
in the feet to help with various
problems. The five sets - winter,
spring, summer, autumn and postautumn - address different parts
of the body including the neck,
kidneys, knees, diaphragm, legs
and others.
Evans became interested in
the renovation ofthe garden when
two of his students commented on
how scary it was to walk through
the garden. "You could not see a
shadow at noon," he said.
Evans hopes that the new
garden will instead be a place to
relax and reflect for students and
faculty. "If you get a bad grade
or have had a rough day, you can
come here and heal," he said.
In order to create an atmosphere where students, faculty
and staff can relax, Evans and
his team designed the garden

3301 College Avenue
Athletics and Student Affairs (ASA) Building, Room 105
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33314-7796
(954) 262-8455
nsunews@nova.edu
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Carsten Evans, Ph. D., assistant dean for Continuing Education and expeditor of the
renovation, demonstrates how to use the new reflexology foot path. The path is the
longest in the country, measuring 66 feet.

following the balance of the yin
and the yang. The metal tables
and benches inside the garden
were replaced by stones to give
the garden a more "organic" look
and a fountain with 100-year-old
crystals was added. School spirit
is also present in the garden as the
stones in the reflexology path are
arranged to represent the NSU

logo and various shark fins.
Evans said the garden is
currently 90 percent complete
and will open with a celebration
on April 10. Scheduled tours,
CDs and banners will be
available to learn how to use the
reflexology path.

along, WebStar and WebMail
reigned solo, except for portals,
like the HS portal for business
students. With WebMail, students
can only access e-mails and with
Webstar, students have access
to their class schedules, grades,
accounts, personal information
and so on. For students taking
online courses, WebCT is yet
another Web site added to
the others.
"Students are busy and the
last thing we want to do is search
for where to pay our tuition or
where our class schedule is,
especially when you are running

late to class," said Alex Nunez,
junior accounting major.
Though these Web sites can
still be accessed separately, NSU
has tried hard to get the word out
about Sharklink. However, some
students are still not using it, even
though it seems to be the easiest
way to keep track of all of students' personal information.
"I started attending NSU
three years ago and still haven't
gotten used to the new stuff,
so I just stick to WebMail and
WebStar," said Tanvi Patel, junior
business administration major.
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said Steven Bailey, sophomore
marine biology major.
There is SharkLink, where
students have access to all the
above including some widgets
like calendars, the new CAPP
Degree Evaluation, a RSS channel, news and upcoming events
and much more.
~'It's really convenient. I
use SharkLink to mark events
in my calendar and access a
million things instead of going
through WebMail and WebStar,"
said Jessica Sabau, senior
. biology major.
Until SharkLink came

The Current serves Nova Southeastern University from its location in
Room 105 of the Athletics and Student Activities (ASA) Building. The
Current is NSU's established vehicle for student reporting, opinion and
the arts. All community members are invited to contribute anything they
desire to The Current.
Editorials, commentaries and advertisements in this publication reflect the
opinions of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the
University or its officials, The Current staff or other advertisers. The Current
will not publish unsigned letters except under special circumstances at the
discretion of the Editor-in-Chief The Current reserves the right to edit.
Contributing writers must not be directly involved with their coverage.
Coverage by contributing writers must be meaningful and of interest to the
NSU community. The Current reserves the right to edit, publish or deny
submitted works as it sees fit. The Current shall remain free of associations
and activities that may compromise integrity or damage credibility or
otherwise create a bias, real or perceived.
.
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RENT YOUR TEXTBOOKS!
In a bind? New and
used textbooks at
unbeatable prices!
Mention this ad
and get$s.oo off
your purchase!

CAMPUS BOOK
EXCHANGE
6500 S.W. 39 TH STREET

954·530·4906

Student Medical Center

--=
NSU
Providing Com prehensive
Hea lth Care
fo r ALL Stud ents
in the
Sou th Florida Education
Cen ter: ..
• :NO\ ,Q

Sournc.a!>l L'ni

CniH'rllil),

.. Bto\\'Jrd ComJlluruty CoHcg\.: .

.. Florida
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(954) 262-1262
Ho u r ~ :
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M'n~ t ii \:i; Ur-d llCCs .<lo::ep tt~ J:
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bring studi!nt LO'/Proo( of t{·gistration

Events Calendar
Mar. 23- Mar. 28

CampusBookExchange.com

Directions frOnt NSU: go west on
SW 30 th St., south onto College Ave.,
left at traffic light onto SW 39th st.
We're in the Nova Center shopping
plaza just behind the Farm Stores!

Same-day
appointments
please call ahead
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03.24.10

Women's Small Business Workshop featuring Lisa Guarini
10:30 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Learn, discover and grow! Take your ideas from concept to reality or find new ways to grow your
business. Join this self made "mompreneur" to find out how you can brand yourself, your products and
create a successful marketing plan.
Alvin Sherman Library I Register at www.nova.edullibrarylwomeninbiz

03.24.10

The Last Lecture Series
12 p.m. - 1 p.m.
Come here Dr. Gotlieb describe what he has found to be most important in life and the experiences and
people that have shaped him. Complimentary lunch will be provided.
Terry Administration Building, Room 1144 I ks 1090@nova.edu

03.24.10

90 Minute Tour De Cure Ride
6 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Join instructors Maria, Jill, and Lourdes for the second annual 90-minute ride to "Change the future of
Diabetes." $8 goes to the American Diabetes Association to prevent and cure diabetes and to improve the
lives of all people affected by diabetes (water and snacks will be provided).
Recplex, Studio 2 I (954) 262-7301 or recwell@nova.edu

03.26.10 - 03.28.10

Dance Concert
Sanford L Ziff Health Care Cent...

.~

320D South UnMlrsity Drive Fo!l l auderda!6

NSU mn~(i~~
~~'(-,"'4.R

Ulll o;t'c><'''..

Trust Your Healthcare to the Team that Teaches

Featuring NSU Dance members performing original choreography by dance faculty and guest artists .

Performance Theater in the Don Taft University Center I wwwfcas.nova.edulperformingartslschedule.cfm
It

•
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CARS, TRUCKS , VANS, SUVs, MOTORCYCLES,
ATVS , SCOOTERS & PERSONAL WATERCRAFT

H ONDA CARS
Sales Hours: Man-Sat 9-9PM Sun 11-7pm

HONDA CYCLES
Sales Hours: Man-Sat 9-7PM Sun 11-7pm

1-75 & GRIFFIN

'

HYUnDRI
Sales Hours: Man-Sat 9-9PM .Sun 11 -7pm

smart
Sales Hours: Man-Sat 10-7PM Sun 11-5pm

1-75 between
GRIFFIN & ROYAL PALM

ACURA

Sales Hours: Mon-Fri 9-9PM Sat 9-6pm Sun 12-5pm

HYUnDR I
Sales Hours: Mon-Fri 9-9PM
Sat 9·6pm Sun 12-5pm

441 at SUNRISE BLVD
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Must-haves for Spring Fashioi)'
r

AMANDA CAZACU
CUllilINl !\II !\IIMI.,\llllU) 11)1 lOll
, Jegglngs are the new leggings
combining jeans and leggings in
one pair of pants. It's like two pairs
of pants for the price of one.
$39 I Nbrdstrom

Guys, in case you didn 't @et
the memo, stripes are in.
Urban Outfitters I $34

This dress brings two of the hottest
trends together this spring for an
explosive combination: tribal prints
and mini dresses. It's really the
perfect dress for almost
'any occasion.
American Apparel 1$42

Jumpers might have been
trendy in the 80's but don't
go borrowing your
mom's old duds, Lately,
jumpers have come back in
a new way, so go ahead and
invest in some of your own .
$351 Gilly Hicks

www.shop.nordstrom.com

Winter may be gone, but this
jacket isn't meant to keep you
warm. It's meant to make you
look hot. Opt fer a cropped
biker jacket and pair it with a '
white dress.
Forever 21 1$40

only are these shoes
. totally cool, they also benefit
those in need. With every pair
you buy, a pair is donated to
a child in need. Go for a bold
color and forget everything
you learned about matching
your shoes to your clothes.
TOMS 1$44

much more chic.
Urban Outfitters I $28

.--

.Born in the 1960s, wayfarers
never seem to go away. Now
that they're bigger than ever,
you can find replicas just
about anywhere.
Urban Outfitters 1$10

l\
,

itch the dark purple nail
polish and go for a pink or ,
nude color this spring. ,
MAC 1$12

Rings, rings, ringS( the
theme this season is
the more the merrier.
A'Gacil$6

"Y"~~i"

"'''''

me," you could always dig in your
boyfriend's closet for your very own
"shirt dress," He'U never know.
Alloy 1$40

Not only are wedges comfortable, not to mention
easier to walk in than pumps, they're also a must have.
Therefore, you have permission to buy new shoes and
not feel guilty.
Again 1$23

Guys, it's tlme
you throw away
those jeans YQur
mommas bought
you wf;leQ you
were I(l«middle
school. You
know, tlie ones
with the pGlCket
pr teeters? Once
you go skinny,
you'" 'never go
baCk.

Levis I $SO

www.nsucurrent.com
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Professor and Former Fashion Guru
Shares Insights into the
Apparel Industry
AMANDA CAZACU
CURRENT AFFAIRS/
FEATURES EDITOR

NSU has one ofthe most diverse
groups of faculty and staff members.
Nonetheless, when you think of the
word "professor," subjects come
to mind such as micro-economics,
calculus and English through your
head. Sherla Cruz de Benoit is not
that type of professor. Her definition
of success was not your average
corporate job, but a creative genius in
the fashion industry.
Benoit was born in San Juan,
Puerto Rico, where she studied in a
magnet school for fine arts and was
a painter by the age of seventeen. By
her sophomore year in college, Benoit
"felt disoriented and didnotknow what
to ask, where to go or how to manage
time." So, she began experimenting on
her own and designed a clothing and
accessories line, which sold at some
boutiques by the name of Fiorucci in
Plaza Las Americas circa 1984.
After changing majors and
transferring to a different school,
Benoit remained at Parsons School of
Design in New York City, where she
was awarded a scholarship given by
Tim Gunn from "Project Runway."
While at Parsons, Benoit supported
herself by designing knitwear for
a private label sold to Bergdorf
Goodman under Roberta Freymann
Enterprises.
When Benoit graduated from
Parson's School of Design as winner of
the Robert Lee Morris Gold Thimble
Award, she landed an internship
with a designer for Donna Karan's
accessories collection.
Now associate director for
student success in the Office of Academic Advising in the Huizenga
School of Business and Entrepreneurship, her main priorities lie in
the success of her students. Her past
experiences and current expertise are
'those that can relate to students in
need of a mentor when choosing the
right path, as there are so many to
choose from.
Here is what the formerdesigner-turned-professor had to say:
The Current: What was your
biggest achievement while working
in the fashion industry?
Benoit: Having the opportunity to
see, work and mingle with interesting
and diverse people from all over
the world; from South America to
Mexico to Romania; manufacturing
in the Orient, England and in Italy;
and having great friends, such as
Edmundo Castillo [world-renowned
shoe designer].
Also, having the opportUnity
to be a student of the late Antonio
Lopez, who continues to be the
most famous fashion illustrator in
history. My husband designed the

book that traveled with his Louvre
exhibit curated by his dear friend
Juan Ramos. [The list] can go on
and on ... dancing 'choo-choo train'
with Manolo Blahnik at the Hispanic
Designers Gala in Washington, D.C.,
circa 1989.
TC: What was it like working with
Tim Gunn and is he anything like
he is on TV?
B: He is as nice in person as you
see on TV and he has always been
that way; personable, enjoyable and
with the finger on the pulse of what's
happening. I still have the signed
transfer of credit sheet [from when

B: Culture, nature and the world at
large. I was inspired by European and
Japanese designers, specifically from
the early-1980s: Comme des Garcons,
Montana, Issey Miyake, Christian
Lacroix, Vivienne Westwood and Jean
Paul Gaultier. In the 1990s, I enjoyed
John Galliano, Alexander McQueen,
Chanel and Donna Karan. For
knitwear, I got inspired from textiles
from around the world, [especially]
Hermes prints and clothing, Dries Van
Noten and Etro.
TC: If you could have dinner with
three designers, dead or alive, who
would they be?

"The world of fashion is
very exciting and creative. It
is a world for hardworking,
resilient individuals whose
work truly never stops.
Everything will always
take longer then planned.
Designers must never shy
away from constructive
criticism and going back
to the drawing table is just
part of the game."
he used to be the Academic Advising
Director in Parsons School of Design]
with his then signature, now autograph
on it.
TC: What kind of garments did you
design and where were they sold?
B: Wow! [I designed] anything
from designer knitwear for Bergdorf
Goodman, Barney's New York, Saks
of 5th and Neiman Marcus to private
label sportswear for New York &
Co. and The Limited; women's
sportswear for Adrienne Vittadini
and men's street-wear for surf shops
and JC Penney's. I had very good
opportunities and cherished each one
of them. It was fun seeing Lisa Bonet
in "The Cosby Show" wearing my
sweater or standing in the Subway
next to someone wearing my design.
TC: What was your biggest
inspiration when designing?

B: This is tough. [However,] I attended
the same Metropolitan Museum of Art
Gala in 1995 along with the design
community, including these designers,
but did not get to meet them: Karl
Lagerfeld, Jean-Paul Gautier, John
Galliano and I wouldn't mind having
dessert with Manolo Blahnik. He is
very nice.
TC: What do you do now at NSU
and why the career change?
B: I have always loved education and
always thought of it as a career I wanted
to pursue later in life. I remember that
it was fine to change majors when I
was a sophomore and recognized that
a career change allowed me to evolve
into other facets of myself. I relocated
to South Florida to teach fashion
design, illustration and merchandising
at a time when I felt ready to start a
family and so I did.
I made it my personal con-

tribution to life, to be there for a
student in need, paying it forward for
those who stood by me during my
times of need. I knew in my heart that
if I could dedicate myself to inspire
and motivate students, I would take
the opportunity and run with it.
I am an Associate Director
for Student Success in the Office
of Academic Advising in the
Huizenga School of Business and
Entrepreneurship. I enjoy creating
programs for student success and
being a resource for all of our students.
I relate to the student experience at
all levels from pre-professional to
baccalaureate, graduate and postgraduate experiences. I enjoy our
multiculturalism and entrepreneurial
creativity.
I am glad to be here in NSU, as
it is a great place to be!
TC: What one piece of advice can
you offer students who want to
pursue a career in fashion based on
your previous experiences?
B: The world of fashion is very
exciting and creative. It is a world
for hardworking, resilient individuals
whose work truly never stops.
Everything will always take longer
then planned. Designers must never
shy away from ·constructive criticism
and going back to the drawing table is
just part ofthe game.
My experience was a blend of
business and creativity. After the
research and design phase, came all
the meetings and sales training for
the showrooms, plus all the overseas
communication (of course, this
depends of the size and scope of the
company you work for). Planning and
strategy were crucial to my success, .
combined with an impeccable sense
of urgency. I made it my business to
be 10 steps ahead of everyone else and
I was always centered on what was
important, eliminating distractions
that would divert me from obtaining
my daily purpose.
TC: Although you do not work in
the fashion industry anymore, are
you still as passionate about it as
you once were?
B: I am very much in love with
creativity and its many forms of
expression. I have expanded my scope
to all forms of art and enjoy aesthetics
most intensely while observing nature.
I have learned that creativity can be
applied to any aspect of life and no
longer must I be a part of only one
industry to enjoy that feeling.
Fine arts, business and fashion
will always be part of that foundation
and I am grateful for that. To answer
your question, in short, yes, mouth
wide open... I still salivate over a
great magazine spread.
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As most of South Florida was relaxing on the beach or letting loose at the clubs. cert:
baseball. softball. men's and women's track, women's golf. women's rowiI

................

Baseball

The NSU men's baseball team was upset in their first game of
the spring break period as they went down 9-1 to the Palm Beach
Atlantic Sailfish.
The Sharks started the game in the worst possible fashion allowing
six runs in the top of the first inning. Starting junior pitcher Sean Koecheler
allowed six runs, five hits and a walk during a difficult opening inning.
After extending their lead to 7-0, the Sailfish's lead was cut to just
six as junior Sharad Johnson put the Sharks on the board with a solo
home run in the bottom of the third.
The Sharks struggled to reduce the deficit any further as the Sailfish
added a run in both the eighth and ninth inning to romp to a 9-1 victory.

nne game Tampa series

NSU succumbed to a 3-0 series defeat against the #16 nationally ranked.
The Spartans of Tampa ran out eventual winners in the first of the
three game series 21-7. Senior Rhys Roberts led the way for the Sharks
with three hits in the game, freshman Blake Boyd and juniors Luis
Penate and Haven FitzSimmonds each had two hits for the Sharks.
In the second game the Spartans defeated the Sharks 15-5
as sophomore pitcher Chris Hamper was tagged with the loss as he
allowed six earned runs in just over four innings at the mound.
The final game of the series saw the Sharks succumb by a score
of 14-3 as the nationally ranked Spartans produced another ruthless
play. Roberts, yet again, led the Sharks despite the defeat, as he went
four-for-seven at the plate, which included a home run and two doubles
in the final two games of the series.

Men's and Women's Track

The Sharks were against a tough University of Tampa team as

The NSU men's and women 's track teams both · produced

impressive displays as the teams earned
and broke a combined five school recon
On the women 's side all three rec(
field . Junior Jasmine Wheeler broke hel
jump clearing 1.55 meters en route to 1
Brittney Watson set a new school discl
meters as she also finished fourth pic
feat of the event came in the women':
consisted of Wheeler, sophomore K~
Johniqua Stafford and Tamirah Bonaby
seconds en route to a third place finish.
On the men's side one record v
another was broken in the field. Juniol
record in the 400meters with a time of
athlete in NSU history to run under 5(
Nkan broke the men's discus record witl

All photos courtesy of Sports Infromation

three doubles, Bauer and Longo were dispatched by a score of 8-3.
Porizkova again pushed her opponent all the way in number one
singles but in a case of deja vu she was unable to hold on in the second
set eventually going down 6-2, 7-5. Feaster was ousted at the number
two slot with a 6-1,6-1 defeat as Bauer was swept at the number three
slot 6-0, 6-0 and the same score at number four as Longo went down 60, 6-0. Crider was beaten 6-0, 6-3 at number five and Lindsley rounded
out the Sharks defeat with a 6-2, 6-2 defeat

.....

NSU quickly got back to winning ways as they cruised to a 6-3
victory over Sunshine State Conference rivals St Leo on March 13.
The Sharks were ruthless in doubles playas Feaster and Porizkova
crushed their opponents 8-1 at the number one slot. Lindsley and Crider
also produced a fine display at the number two doubles slot also with an
8-1 victory. The Sharks' only doubles defeat came at the number three
slot as Bauer and Longo went down 8-4.
Porizkova dropped the number one singles slot after a nail-biting
encounter as she went down 6-1, 1-6, 11-9. Feaster also found herself
on the wrong side of an epic encounter as she dropped her match 0-6,

7-6, 10-6. The Sharks' first singles victory came at the number three
slot as Bauer claimed victory 6-6, 6-4. Crider maintained her impressive
form as she won her match 6-0, 6-1 with Longo winning at number five
6-2, 6-0. Lindsley cemented the Sharks victory with a 6-3, 6-1 win at
number six.

Women's Golf
The NSU women's golf program continues to go from strength to
strength as they claimed their second successive tournament victory at
the Peggy Kirk Bell Invitational. On the back of a season opening victory
at the Lady Moe Invitational the Sharks continued their blistering form at
the tournament held in Winter Springs.
The Sharks were led by junior Sandra Changkija as she claimed
the individual title by an impressive eight strokes. In only the second
tournament of the season, this is Changkija's second individual title
after claiming the win at the Lady Moc Invitational by nine strokes. The
back-to-back National Player of the Year carded under par scores in all
three rounds to finish with a 209 total.
Freshman Abbey Gittings was second on the team for the Sharks
as she turned in a fine display to a seventh place fin ish with a final score

of 226. Junior All-American Taylor Colli
she carded a 233 for a 14th placed fin i
senior Maria Garcia-Austt claimed 17tt
Fredrika Hakansson just snuck inside t
final 237. Playing as an individual, juni
eleventh place as she carded a score 0
The Sharks travel to Hawaii for
will be looking to continue their early Sl
Hawaii's Dr. Donnis Thompson Invitatiol

Softbal
The NSU women's softball team enj
schedule as they reached the milestone (

.... GeoIgia
The Sharks began their run of gaml
style as they crushed the West Georgia
victory was the Sharks; third over the ~
NSU exploded out of the traps ~
the first inning . The Sharks were ruthle ~

.~.

End of
the R.Da
forNSU
Basketball

ASHLEYCHANGSTORY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The NSU women's and
men 's basketball programs
came to a disappointing end
as both fell at the quarter final
stage of the Sunshine State
Conference tournament.
The Lady Sharks played

the University of Tampa
Spartans in the Sunshine State
Conference Quarterfinals.
The game began with an
early Sharks' basket by senior
LaShawnna Edwards. Unfortunately, the Spartans quickly
took control of momentum
as they amassed an 8-2 lead
four minutes into the first

half. The Sharks fought back
valiantly to bring the score
to within two several times
with the help of senior
Lindsey Newpher's threepointer, which brought the
game to 14-12. The Spartans
pushed back with a 15-3 run,
which had the Sharks trailing
behind for the rest of the first

half. Even with the a lay-up
and a made free throw by
junior Abbie Tepe the Sharks
went into halftime down
27-40.
The Sharks scored early
in the second half, cutting
the lead to nine twice. The
Spartans took control quickly
after with a 16-0 run with
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NSU athletics teams found themselve~ competing over spring break. Men's
and women's tennis teams were all in competition over the break.

tl

~ombined

19 top-five finishes
at the USF Open on Mar, 5.
breaking events came in the
wn school record in the high
)urth place finish. Freshman
'ecord with a throw of 35.82
. The third record breaking
.x100 relay. The relay team
I Jorgensen and freshmen
10 set a record time of 48.30

The NSU women's tennis team endured a tough time over the
spring break when they were defeated by #9 nationally ranked West
Florida 9-0 and also by NCAA Division I opponents UNC Wilmington 9-0 .
The Sharks bounced back with a solid 6-3 victory over the St.
Leo Lions.

The Sharks also found it tough in singles playas they were .Ol~k "'.;.<
played at every position. At number one singles, Porizkova competed -admirably and pushed her #16 nationally ranked all the way in a 6-4,
7-5 defeat. Feasted was defeated in straight sets at number two 6-3,
6-0 with Bauer falling by a similar score at number three 6-2, 6-0. Crider
was on the wrong end of a 6-4, 6-0 match at number four whilst Li ndsley
lost 6-4, 6-1 at number five . Longo rounded out the Sharks defeat with
a 6-2, 6-2 loss at number six.

West Florida

UNC ..........

, broken on the track while
arlyle Thompson set a new
lAO as he became the only
econds. Sophomore Edikan
throw of 38.59 meters which

In the first game of the break the Sharks were out muscled by the
Argonauts of West Florida in a one-sided encounter. At number one
doubles, senior Karolina Porizkova and sophomore Justine Feaster lost
8-2. Senior Mary Crider and junior Paige Li ndsley fell at the number two
doubles slot 8-3. At the number three slot freshmen Blake Bauer and
Federica Longo were defeated 8-3.

The Sharks were unable to overcome the defeat against the
Argonauts as they were swept by division I outfit UNC Wilmington in
their next outing.
Porizkova and Feaster competed at the number one doubles slot
going down by a score of 8-2. Crider and Li ndsley found themselves in a
close battle at number two but were eventually defeated 8-5. At number

they added three more runs in the second and one run in the third . The
Wolves finally got on the board in the top of the fourth inning to reduce
the deficit with two runs of their own. However, the Wolves revival would
ultimately prove to be short lived as the Sharks clinched the game in
just five innings after adding one run in the fourth and two more in the
fifth to run out 11-2 victors.
The victory capped the first time this season the Sharks garnered
a multiple home run game as junior Brittany Phillips and seniors Brittney
Lamb, Patty Rivero and Lauren Lopez all hit homers.

over Georgia Southwestern, Augusta State and two victories against
both Northwood and the University of Tampa. NSU ended the spring
break period with a heartbreaking defeat against the Spartans of Tampa.
The Sharks can look back over the period with great success as
they moved to an overall season record of 22-7 with an in-conference
record of 2-1 .

was third for the Sharks as
overall. Fellow All-American
ith a final 235 score. Junior
top twenty as she carded a
Nicole Whitmore fin ished in
10.
ir next tournament as they
on form at the University of

was over a meter better than the previous record set last season.

Women's Tennis

........, .... CGIunIbI. SIaIe
id a near-perfect spring break
lenty victories for the season.

Iverthe period in spectacular
)Ives by a score of 11 -2, the
es this season.
four runs in the bottom of
1 the open ing exchanges as

remaining in the game.
more Stevie Kamp kept
arks alive with a lay-up
o made free throws,
at was not enough to
e Spartans. The Sharks
succumbed to Tampa
amp led the Sharks
eleven points and seven

The Sharks followed up their victory over the Wolves with two
more impressive victories this time over the Anderson Trojans and the
Columbus State Cougars. The Sharks crushed the Trojans 9-2 and then
went on to maul the cougars by a score-line of 7-2.
Freshman Laura Saladrigas made her debut for the Sharks on the
mound and she performed splendidly striking out six batters after five
innings of pitching.
Following the run of three consecutive victories, the Sharks were
upended by West Alabama by a score of 11-6. In true Sharks style , NSU
bounced back with a six-game winn ing streak, which included victories

rebounds. Edwards played
in her 112th career game,
becoming NSU's career leader
for games played. The lady
Sharks finished the season
with an overall season record
of 11-17.
On the men's side, the
Sharks came up against Eckerd
College' on the road in the

Sunshine State Quarterfinals.
The game began with
a 12-12 tie, as both teams
battled to gain control early.
The Tritons physical play
allowed them to make a 15-6
run, which gave them the
momentum for the remainder
of the half. Eckerd College
out-shot and out-rebounded

Women's Rowing
The NSU women 's rowing team began the season with an
impressive display at the Rollins Spring Break Race on March 13 .
The defending Sunshine State Conference and NCAA Division
national champions claimed first place in four of the five races. Despite
missing out of the fifth victory, the Sharks claimed second and third place
in the race. The Sharks won the Varsity 8+, JV8+, Novice 8+ and the
Novice 4+ races with a second and third place finish in the Varsity 4+.
In an interview with NSU Athletics, Head Coach John Gartin
expressed his delight at the team's opening meet success. "It is a great
way to start the season. I am really excited to see the technical work the
team has put in. It shows a lot of development and really helped with
boat speed ," said Gartin.

the Sharks, causing NSU to
trail 29-42 at halftime.
The Tritons continued to
increase their lead at the start
of the second half by going on
a 20-9 run. The Sharks found
themselves in foul trouble
and were unable to convert
points at the same rate as
the Tritons. NSU was dealt

a devastating 86-62 loss.
Junior Alex Gynes led
the Sharks with 16 points and
four rebounds with fellow
Juniors Ross Allsop and John
Brooks, scoring double figures
with 10 points each. The
Sharks concluded the season
with a 13-15 record.
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Anteaters & The Women Who Love Them.
Did Yoo Know? 2.0

JUAN GALLO
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

Life is often too serious.
You get bogged down with
schoolwork, housework, community work ... work, work and
more work. What happened to
the little kid inside of you? It is
time to let that little kid come
out and play in the warm sun and
the fresh air. It is time to listen to
Anteaters & The Women Who
Love Them.
What can only be described
as Flight of the Con chords meets
Yo Gabba-Gabba on crack is
actually a rag-tag musical duo
made up of founding members
and Broward County locals,
Devin Echevarria and Scott
Hensel. Their latest independent
release is properly titled "Gang
Territory" and is available for free
atwww.anteaters.bandcamp.com.
. The freshness of this album
cannot be overstated. Kicking
things off with the epic intro
"Tyme 2 Do Dis Thang," and
then moving into the first track

"Sumpin' On Muh Sumpin'" finds
the duo making the case that you
have nothing, unless you have
something on top of something,
like "rims on top of rims," or
"guns on top of guns." Believe
me, it is extremely catchy.
Eventually, you will find
yourself throwing up your
elbows, making gang signs with
your hands and embracing the
little gangster in you as you
cruise along to the Garage-Band
designed beats, which are not just
fun and electro-infused but are
quite thumping, as well.
However, it is not all rims
and guns for these "mad rappers."
They embrace their sensitive side
with a softer, more melancholy
approach in the songs "Sexual
Forecast," "Sexual Ancestry" and
"Sexual Nintendo." You will also
. notice, particularly in these slow
jams, the methodical use of the
ever-popular auto-tune.
Another memorable piece
of music on the album is the
appearance by Sean Carrero, also
known by his stage name Erasto,

the "bad rapper," on the track
"Decent Great Bad Rapper,"
which brings the intricacies
of courtship to the setting of
Wal-Mart.
So, if you are feeling a little
stuffy and need a break from the
realities of the crazy world we are
living in, give yourself a time-out
and take a drive down to "Gang
Territory." It is definitely a place
where the streets have no name
and there are thug mansions on
every block.
This will do two things.
First, it will allow you the
satisfaction of knowing you are
supporting great, local music
and second, it will give your soul
something better than chicken
soup. It's chicken soup on top of
your chicken soup.
For more information on
upcoming shows and to see
all of Anteaters & The Women
Who Love Them's creative endeavors, visit www.anteatersband.
wordpress.com.
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Ever thought you could
understand a subject better, but as
much as you and your professor
try, it just does not get through?
Maybe all you need is someone
else to explain it, and that is where
www.TeacherTube.comcomes in.
The site explains everything from long division to
finding the percent yield of a
chemical equation. There are
videos, pictures, documents and
audio from teachers and other
students explaining how to
solve math equations and other
academic subjects.
Although the videos are
very instructional, it is important
to put them to the test before
you take an actual test in class.
If you watch a video, do not
assume you have mastered the
subject. Go to your professor and
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Cap~als
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explain the process to him or her.
This way, if you are still having
trouble, your professor has a
basis to explain it differently.
The videos' subjects are not all
college material, but do help if
math is not your subject and you
are struggling with fractions or
if you wish to learn the name
of all the presidents of the U.S.
TeacherTube was started in
2007 by Jason Smith, who had 14
years of experience as a t~'lcher,
coach, campus administrator
and district administrator in
public schools before starting
the site. With the help of Smith's
brother and wife, the site now has
about 220,000 regular users and
58,000 videos.
You can subscribe to the
site to get updates every time
a video is added or upload
your own video. You can
even follow it on Facebook at
www.facebook.comlteachertube.
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A QUICI( CHAT
with Ben Stiller,
Noah Baumbach
and James Murphy
of the film "Greenberg"

Ben Stiller.

JUAN GALLO
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

The Current was asked to
take part in a unique interview
with the star and creators of the
new film "Greenberg," due out
in April. Ben Stiller, who stars in
the film, Noah Baumbach, who
wrote and directed, and James
Murphy, who scored the film,
were all there. Here's what they
had to say.

Question: How was the dynamic
backstage for all of you and are
there any moments that stick
out in your mind?
BS: I feel, you know, working
with Noah is a very, very
special experience because he
just approaches movies in a
very different way than I've experienced before. So, he wrote
a very specific script and I think
everybody working on the movie
was really dedicated to it and
wanted to do the best they could
because they respected the script
so much and Noah. There was a
lot of camaraderie and there was a
feeling like we were all connected
in trying to do the best we could
and it was a small production, so
we got to rehearse for a number
of weeks and hung out a little bit,
all the way down to the camera
people and the crew, everybody
was there because they wanted to
be there. It had a much warmer
intimate feeling that all came out
of what Noah and Jennifer [Jason
Leigh, co-writer of Greenberg],
the atmosphere that they set in
the movie.
Q: James, how was it writing,
instead of from an emotion, to
a final product, from a final
visual product to emphasize an
emotion?
1M: Well, the way this kind of
worked wasn't quite so much
like that. I mean, I met with
Noah before shooting started and
we talked a lot about music, we
talked about the characters and,
like what Ben said, there was a
lot of human, kind of camaraderie
that made it very easy to just talk
about what the movie needed. It
wasn't any less about my emotions or anything else, it was
just there was something you
were looking at and reacting to,
but we also didn't try to make
a soundtrack that necessarily
always accented emotions. I think
that, for me, after seeing the first
dailies, it was clear that the actors
were doing their job amazingly
well and the stuff was there and it
would kind of just be saccharine
to just punch those things up, but

Juan Gallo joins the conference call for "Greenberg."

instead, to make songs that work
almost like a backdrop for what's
happening and let the emotions
be done by the directing and the
shooting and the acting, so it
was easy.

Q: Obviously this is a very
different role for Ben Stiller.
Noah, what made you consider
Ben for a role like this and,
Ben, what made you decide to
take a role like this as opposed
to another comedy that you're
more well-known for?
NB: Well, I always wanted
someone who has a sense ofhumor
to play this part. I think there's a
lot of humor in it, although it's
not played for laughs. Ben and I
talked about this a lot. I think the
more authentically it's portrayed
the funnier it was going to be in
a sense. I also saw Ben in "House
of Blue Leaves," the John Guare
play, (to Ben) was that your first
professional role?
BS: Yea ... took you long enough
to give me a call (laughs).
NB: I was busy for a while
(laughs).
BS: I gotcha.
NB: ... Obviously, Ben is known
for bigger comedies, but he's
done a lot of movies and plays.
He's done a lot of different stuff,
so I never really saw it so much
as a different role, it just seemed
like Ben was the best person to
play this."
BS: For me, I really have to say
just off the bat, 1 think there are
like four or five filmmakers that
if you get a call from them as
an actor, you just basically say
"yes" no matter what it is, and
Noah definitely is one of those
guys for me. I was lucky enough
that what he was calling me with
was something that I felt very
excited by, too, because it was so
specifically written. We talked a
little bit about it at the beginning,
just about the age of the character
and issues he was going through,
but then it was just the chance
to work on something that was
really just about the character
and to have the chance to work
on something that goes that deep
in terms of the specificity of the
writing was really exciting for
me. I just felt so very fortunate to
have that opportunity.
Q: Would you ever consider
doing something like this again
and is this where you want to
take your career or do you just
want to leave it wide open to
comedies and stuff like this?
BS: First of all, I'd love to
work with Noah again if he has
anything, I don't know, just

anything! But yea, in terms of
doing different kinds of roles and
films, it's just that there are very
few filmmakers, I think, that, like
Noah, have that sort of sense of
humor, but also reality, and are
doing what he's doing.

Q: I thought that the letters
that Greenberg writes were
brilliant and I just wanted you
to discuss a little bit about how
those came about? It was very
"Greenberg-ish."
NB: Coming up with the
character, Jennifer and I were
exploring, during the early drafts,
the ' sort of professions and the
story took different turns. I think
though, very early on, we came
up with the letter writing because
it just seemed like, as you said,
it was very apt for the character.
It would be something that he'd
pour a lot of energy into and a
lot of frustration and anger and
real creativity. In some ways,
it's his vocation, a lot of creative
energy goes into it, too, and it's
energy that might be better used
in other more productive ways,
but I found something very funny
and something kind of moving
about someone who would get so
invested in letting these places,
corporations, or people, or journals, newspapers, magazines,
know how he felt about something
after the fact. There's something
so self-important about it because
it's just this notion that anyone
would care what you think and
then, at the same time, something
totally futile about it because
you're kind of spitting these
things out into the ether. So, it
was something that, structurally
or formally, I wasn't sure how the
letters would play, even while we
were shooting, I hadn't written
them as voice-over; I'd actually
just written them. I thought maybe
he would just read them and then
of course once we were doing it, I
had Ben read them and it became
almost a kind of score element
in the movie - his voice-over
- because there's no voice-over
except for the letters.
Q: James, I know you've
said that "this isn't an LCD
Soundsystem soundtrack," so
I'm just wondering what your
concepts were going into creating the soundtrack and I guess
it was a collaborative effort
between you and Noah, so what
goal did you have in mind?
1M: I think the goal for me was
to make music. I mean, this is
going to sound like I'm being
funny but I'm not, to make music
that worked, that we liked, that

seemed true to the characters and
true to the movie and that made
Noah happy. It seemed easy to do
because we're able to talk about
music pretty simply and I was
very lucky to have that kind ' of .
open-line of communication. I
was making the soundtrack and
Noah was editing the movie a
hundred feet from each other,
so it was very easy to have
access and a .lot of feedback. I
don't know that I ever got selfconscious about what the goals
were, or deadlines, or dates, on a
small level. It always just seemed
to go with our guts and, at least
for me, it seemed to always go
with my instincts and bounced
it off of Noah. It actually got
more remarkably comfortable
the longer we did it.
NB: From my perspective, I
wanted James, obviously, to do
something that was going to work
for the movie but to interpret
it himself, to come at it from a
personal standpoint. I think our
relationship and friendship, sort
of, outside of the work even,
or around the work, was really
important because I think it
helped support an environment
where we both could kind of
just talk freely and see what
happened. Some of it is trial and
error, in terms of some things you
love and when you put it against
the picture it doesn't work, it
doesn't feel right, but I think our
track record was pretty good.
1M: "Yea, you would literally
move parts, you know, I would
give Noah music and he would
just try it in a different place if
it didn't work there. Noah was
very generous.
NB: Well, that's the thing, I still
loved everything that James did
that I kept trying to find places for
it, which was good because I used
music more in this movie, score
more, than I have in previous

movies, partly inspired by trying
to find places for cues that I
really liked.

Q: How did the story develop
from you just talking about it to
the actual editing and execution
of it?
NB: Well, the way I like to make
movies, because I write them also
and I worked on the script with
Jennifer and Jennifer is also a
producer and is on the set all the
time, too, part of the experience is
getting the script as good as you
can get it and then interpreting
the script when you shoot it and
put it together and rewrite it when
you edit. That's a kind of general
way of looking at it but because
I'm so involved every step of
the way, I think part of my job is
being open to how it transforms
and what other people bring that
transforms it. I really think that
the character of Greenberg is a
50-50 collaboration between Ben
and me. Ben didn't improvise
the dialogue, he did the dialogue
I wrote but he so inhabited the
part and so transformed the
character that I feel sort of only
part ownership of him now. I feel
like Ben is as responsible for him
as I am and that's true with many
things. It's true with the music,
too. Like I was saying before,
the music is very specific and
personal to James, even though
it was inspired or created to go
with these pictures, but the postproduction also and the editing.
I'm not precious about what I
write, so I tend to rewrite by
cutting lines and moving things
around and being as open to
what you have, which I think
is important, rather than what
you anticipated having, because
sometimes, well, it always
becomes something different
than what you started with.

Get Into Sudoku
Complete the grid so that every row, column and 3x3 box contains
every digit from one to nine inclusively.
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By Default
BRIDGET FARELL
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

"We don't have a big ego.
We aren't stereotypical. We just
take it day by day," said Juan
Monch, the drummer of Miamibased alternative/experimental
band By Default.
"We try not to take any
kind of political stance," said
vocalist and guitarist Carlos
Villanueva. "We try to let the
audience decide."
In 2006, Monch and
Villanueva met while waiting in
line at a music store to buy the
new album of one of their favorite
artists, Pearl Jam. It was not until
2009 that Oneil Gonzalez, bassist,
. joined By Default.
In Nov. 2009, the band
released their first EP called

Q

"Paradoxical Patterns." It features tracks such as "Your Exit
Will Be Your Lie," a nine-minute
experimental
song
heavily
influenced by Pink Floyd and
Led Zeppelin. The song is about
growing older and adapting
throughout life.
"Its our 'Stairway To
Heaven'," said Gonzalez.
The album also includes
"Song 01," one of the first songs
written and recorded by the
band. This track is completely
instrumental. "Sequestered &
Forgotten" includes both music
and lyrics. Villanueva wrote all
of the music and lyrics.
"Sometimes I start with
something that becomes something completely different," said
Villanueva.
"We let it free flow," said

Gonzalez about the song writing
process. "We aren't too strict
with it."
Other influences of By
Default include Bad Religion,
Muse, Nirvana, Alice in Chains,
Iron Maiden, Rush, Bonham
and Primus.
By Default is completely
self-produced. From production,
recording, and marketing, the
band does it all.
"Its tough," said Gonzalez,
"Not the local scene itself, it
is just that there is nowhere to
play. I don't know. I feel like it
wasn't like that even a few years
ago. But I think, and hope, that
will change."
This is where the Local
Show comes in. Every Thursday
night on 88.5 FM, DJ Frizz spins
the latest in local underground

The men of By Default after performing at Radio-Active Records in Sept. 2009.

music. Now, WNSU 88.5 FM PIesents, check out www.nova.
will begin partnering with the . edu/radiox or www.myspace.
Flight Deck to produce a concert comllocalbuzz885.
For more
information
series called the Local Show
on
By
Default,
check out
Presents. This series will provide
a new venue and a great college www.bydefaultmusic.com.
crowd for local artists.
For more information onthe
Local Show or the Local Show
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STEFANI RUBINO

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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When I saw the construction
outside of the Parker Building
near the medicinal garden I felt
concerned. I thought that NSU
had made the decision to modify
or destroy one of the only spots
I saw as in touch with nature on
campus. I thought for sure another
manicured lawn was destined to
replace it. The trees in that garden
made the area intimate for me. It
was a nice place to relax in almost
a cocoon of trees and shade.
Unfortunately, others felt
the branches and leaves were
messy and cluttered the space
as you will read in this week's
article, "No Longer a 'Secret
Garden '" by Annarely Rodriguez.
The reflexology path is a unique
NSU idea but really is anyone
going to run out of class to take
off their shoes and rub their sock
covered feet on a bunch of rocks?
Is this a practical idea?
Another issue I have with
the garden is the funding for this
project. Where did the money
to make this new-age pathway
come from and why, in this

Over the weekend, people
from all over the country
descended upon Washington,
D.C. for a protest hosted by
Reform Immigration for America,
to express to President Obama
that immigration reform is just
as necessary and imperative as
anything else he is dealing with
right now. However, that is not the
most surprising thing to come out
of the new wave of immigration
reformists and the people on the
of Mark
Images
other side of reform.
Immigration activists in Los Angeles hold signs promoting Sunday's rally in the
So far, the most astonishing nation's capital.
thing to happen because of the
Last time I checked, pro- because they choose to express
protest was provided in the testing and expressing what you these appeals by gathering in a
form of a quote from Ariz. State believed in was just as American large group and holding signs. If
Republican Senator Russell as accusing protesters of being someone is willing to go out of
Pearce regarding the protests and anarchists and having an opinion. their way to stand out in the sun,
mission of the protesters he said How is it un-American to protest by a busy street and hold a sign
during an interview with NPR on and appeal to government to let for hours on end representing
March 19. Right after he got done them know what you want? After what they believe in, then their
explaining how these protesters all, this nation was founding and message should at least be
are "promoting anarchy," he said, was separated from England considered for even the shortest
"These folks who march with no through protesting. The first moment, especially if they are
respect for the law, have no regard settlers were protesting religious traveling from hundreds of miles
for the victims of crime and the persecution; the writers of the away to get that message out.
The fact that Sen. Pearce
damage and cost to America. Declaration of Independence
Shame on them. Shame on them! were protesting the chokehold is so willing and so quick
They're as treasonous and as un- Great Britain had on the colonies to cast off these protesters
American as anyone I know."
and the throughout the rest of and what they have to say is
All I could think of was, our history, people continued extremely concerning. Are our
"Really, Sen. Pearce, really?" . to protest in order to destroy . representatives actually willing
This is the argument you have inequalities and make this country to .listen to their constituents and
against' people protesting for a better place.
what they have to say? Ifnot, how
Frankly, it is appalling to . much longer can the. ~erican
immigration reform? This is what
_~·ant·themto'know;ttrat wtrat -'-see~thaHhe .elected officials-who ~" 1Jubhc go on with iti~seklnds ' of
they are doing is "un-American'" represent Us think that the appeals representatives, and how we 'can
and treasonous?
of their constituents mean nothing fix this situation?
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time of tight budgets and penny
pinching, is NSU looking to
upgrade, of all things, a garden?
A garden does not increase the
value of my degree or my life on
campus. I will most likely be at
the grand opening checking out
the new project, but until then I
am skeptical about the return on
investment for this new, more
visible and possibly relaxing
reflexology garden. But for now
it is just giving me a headache.
Got something to say? Write
to The Current at nsunews@nova.
.
edu. We are listening.
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On the Scene
YINETH SANCHEZ
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

How would NSU benefitfrom having afootball team?
"Having a football team would bring a lot more
popularity to NSU along with more school spirit."

"A football team would surely put [NSU] on the map."

Javier Folgneira, freshman undecided major

Daniel White, second-year law school student

"We [NSU] have a field. Why not use it? A football
team would definitely bring more shark pride to the
NSU community."

"A football team would bring more diversity and
school pride to [NSU] in order to create a more
college like experience for the students."

Tammy Otto, sophomore nursing

"Everyone loves sports and adding another one
would not hurt. A new team would only enhance
our already existing sense of community."
Melissa Rosado, graduate student in education

Vidya Shivsawak, junior psychology

"A football team is needed. We have the facilities for
it, and it would get [NSU's] name out."
Nico Crecco, freshman sports recreation management major

Check out our Flickr® photostream to see if we took any photos of you.
You m ight even be featured in our next issue.
Come back each week for new pictures
from the latest issue on newsstands.
Visit our Flickr® photostream
at www.flickr.com/photos/thecurrent-photos.

